Students may receive ARS accommodations for Learning Disabilities and other health impairments.

Phase 1: ASPSA & Student Communicate
- Student or parent suspects a learning concern that may qualify the student for accommodations;
  - OR
  - Student is already diagnosed with LD or ADHD

Learning Specialist suspects a learning concern or discovers an existing diagnosis
- Student meets with Learning Specialist to discuss options
  - **Student has documentation**
  - Student has no documentation

**While a Student-Athlete may have a prescription from their family doctor, they may have to undergo further testing. The NCAA requires documentation from a licensed School or Educational Psychologist.**

Learning Specialist Sends Paperwork to ARS
- Student/family sends paperwork to Learning Specialist & Sports Medicine

Work with Learning Specialist to set up testing
- Get tested
  - Student qualifies for accommodations
  - Student does not qualify for accommodations
  - Student and Learning Specialist discuss other options

ASPSA sends paperwork to Sports Medicine
- Student qualifies for medication
  - Student does not qualify for medication

Student registers online with ARS
- Paperwork is accepted
  - Each semester
  - Student registers online with ARS
- Paperwork is not accepted
  - Student receives email confirmation of appointment
  - Student attends appointment & leaves with accommodations
  - Student provides accommodations paperwork to professors

ASPSA confirms process with ARS and student

Students may receive ARS accommodations for Learning Disabilities and other health impairments.

Phase 2: Coordinate with Testing Site and ARS

Phase 3: Student Receives Accommodations

Students may receive ARS accommodations for Learning Disabilities and other health impairments.